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Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) has penetrated every layer of our lives, and education is not
immune to the effects of AI. In this regard, this study examines AI studies in education in half a
century (1970–2020) through a systematic review approach and benefits from social network analysis
and text-mining approaches. Accordingly, the research identifies three research clusters (1) artificial
intelligence, (2) pedagogical, and (3) technological issues, and suggests five broad research themes
which are (1) adaptive learning and personalization of education through AI-based practices, (2) deep
learning and machine Learning algorithms for online learning processes, (3) Educational human-AI
interaction, (4) educational use of AI-generated data, and (5) AI in higher education. The study also
highlights that ethics in AI studies is an ignored research area.
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1. Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is on the rise and, knowingly or unknowingly, we commu-
nicate and interact with AI technologies. In a post humanist view, human and non-human
interaction is pervasive, and it can be argued that there is a symbiotic, intertwining relation-
ship between human and nonhuman entities. It can be further argued that the boundaries
between human and non-human entities are blurring and we are moving ahead to a future
where technological singularity is inevitable. It can be said that singularization has started
to take place at a naive level through expert systems in many fields. Education is one of
the fields that has been going through a digital transformation and it has started to take
advantage of artificial intelligence and derivative technological opportunities. The current
state of the art and the wide use of AI applications require us to revisit how AI is used in
education to answer what we are doing presently and where we are heading to.

1.1. A snapshot of Artificial Intelligence

The paper entitled “Computing Machinery and Intelligence” by Turing [1] was pub-
lished to propose a method for evaluating whether machines are able to think, which can be
referred to as the beginning of AI. Following that, McCarthy expanded this idea and then,
the field of AI has had different research lines and used different branding (e.g., machine
learning, informatics, knowledge-based system, and pattern recognition) to sustain its
progress at the beginning of 1980s [2]. However, these different terms evolved in time and
are classified under AI, which is a generic, umbrella term that embraces past and current
developments. One of the mentioned subsets is machine learning which was born from
the idea of recognizing patterns and the idea that a computer or another system would
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be able to learn without coding for the specific tasks, bring a systematic view at deciding
suitable algorithms could be applied to faced problems [3,4]. By the 2000s, Hinton [5]
emphasized the concept of deep learning with his study entitled “Learning Multiple Layers
of Representation” and argued that sensory data could be created with multilayer neural
networks’ connections training [6,7]. Deep learning is the development of artificial neural
networks to extract from high-dimensional data [8], to discover complex structures [9] and
to achieve better predictive performance [10].

Currently, deep learning, machine learning, and artificial intelligence algorithms are
frequently used in the practice of the above-mentioned subjects. As can be seen in Figure 1,
these concepts are related to each other but differ in terms of certain features.
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According to Hurley [4], research that has been conducted on AI is specialized and
highly technical due to programming the computing power for a certain trait including the
ability to learn, plan, suggest, solve problems and most importantly to reason. In line with
these developments, the beginning of the new millennium highlights an impressive process
of growth, maturation, and evolution of artificial intelligence in education (AIEd) [12]. As
such, AI has already been utilized in predicting students’ achievement [13], identifying at-
risk students in earlier stages [14,15], determining the main factors that will affect students’
performance [16], conducting performance evaluation, providing descriptive information
about them and contributing to teaching process [17], creating flexible, efficient learning
tools, and implementing adaptive learning techniques [18]. Additionally, AI systems can
drive increased student engagement leading to improved learning outcomes, integrate
technologies involving interactivity, dialogue, automated question generation, and learning
analytics [19]. Apart from the above-mentioned points, AI technologies are thought to
have an effect on the achievement of [20] Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [21] and
such a view requires us to revisit the use of AI technologies in different contexts including
education. By benefiting from the technologies such as AI, we can reimagine a better future
where teaching and learning can shape the future of humanity and the planet [22].

1.2. Related Literature

With many opportunities and challenges [23–27], the Horizon Report [28] argues that
“AI’s ability to personalize experiences, reduce workloads, and assist with the analysis of
large and complex datasets recommends it to educational applications (p. 27)”. As a stand
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According to Hurley [4], research that has been conducted on AI is specialized and
highly technical due to programming the computing power for a certain trait including the
ability to learn, plan, suggest, solve problems and most importantly to reason. In line with
these developments, the beginning of the new millennium highlights an impressive process
of growth, maturation, and evolution of artificial intelligence in education (AIEd) [12]. As
such, AI has already been utilized in predicting students’ achievement [13], identifying at-
risk students in earlier stages [14,15], determining the main factors that will affect students’
performance [16], conducting performance evaluation, providing descriptive information
about them and contributing to teaching process [17], creating flexible, efficient learning
tools, and implementing adaptive learning techniques [18]. Additionally, AI systems can
drive increased student engagement leading to improved learning outcomes, integrate
technologies involving interactivity, dialogue, automated question generation, and learning
analytics [19]. Apart from the above-mentioned points, AI technologies are thought to
have an effect on the achievement of [20] Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [21] and
such a view requires us to revisit the use of AI technologies in different contexts including
education. By benefiting from the technologies such as AI, we can reimagine a better future
where teaching and learning can shape the future of humanity and the planet [22].

1.2. Related Literature

With many opportunities and challenges [23–27], the Horizon Report [28] argues that
“AI’s ability to personalize experiences, reduce workloads, and assist with the analysis of
large and complex datasets recommends it to educational applications (p. 27)”. As a stand
for one-size-fits-all approaches [29], AI technologies in education promise personalized
and adaptive learning processes [30].
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In contrast to high interest in AI and its applications, there is a limited number of
review studies that explore the use of AI in education. For instance, in a bibliometric study,
Hinojo-Lucena, Aznar-Díaz, Cáceres-Reche and Romero-Rodríguez [31] highlighted that
there is a need for more research-based, empirical findings to understand the potentials
of AI in higher education. In their review study, Yang and Zhang [32] examined AI in
intelligent tutoring systems and reported that factors such as learning performance, knowl-
edge level, behaviors in the learning path, learning preferences, learning style, cognitive
factors, emotional factors, cultural factors and intelligent levels can be used for delivering
the adaptive learning. Roll and Wylie [12] conducted a review study to identify the foci
and typical scenarios that occupy the field of AIED. They suggested that “two parallel
strands of research that need to take place in order to impact education in the next 25 years:
One is an evolutionary process, focusing on current classroom practices, collaborating
with teachers, and diversifying technologies and domains. The other is a revolutionary
process where we argue for embedding our technologies within students’ everyday lives,
supporting their cultures, practices, goals, and communities” (p. 582). Zawacki-Richter,
Marín, Bond and Gouverneur [33] investigated research on AI in higher education and they
critically draw attention to most of the papers’ “lack of critical reflection of challenges and
risks of AIEd, the weak connection to theoretical pedagogical perspectives, and the need
for further exploration of ethical and educational approaches in the application of AIEd in
higher education.” In their review study, Goksel and Bozkurt [34] identified three broad
themes, namely, adaptive learning, personalization and learning styles, expert systems
and intelligent tutoring systems, and AI as a future component of educational processes.
However, they further noted that though AI in education has great potential, it would
be misleading to accept it superior by default and researchers “need to develop a critical
stance before fully integrating AI into educational processes. As part of this critical stance,
first, there is a need to develop an ethical policy and to clearly define the ethical boundaries
of how AI would use human-generated data. Secondly, [researchers] should test, and retest
AI featured educational processes to avert automated processes and mechanical learning
(p. 232).” In sum, the above studies have some common arguments: First, the use of AI
and AI research is on the rise especially in the second decade of the 2000s. Second, it seems
that AI has great potential if it is integrated into the educational process by benefiting from
theoretical and pedagogical lenses. Third and finally, despite all its promises, there are
some critical issues to be resolved before fully integrating AI into education such as ethical
codes and policy on the use of AI-generated data.

With this expectation to better understand and explore the research on AI in educa-
tion, this study aims to systematically address the studies focused on the use of artificial
intelligence in educational environments and to demonstrate what the trend is and how it
will be shaped by revealing a structured view.

1.3. Purpose of the Research

The main purpose of the study is to identify research trends and patterns of AI in
education publications. In this context, the study seeks for the following research questions.

• What are the trends in time, subject areas and geographical distribution of AI in
education publications?

• What are the patterns in textual data of AI in education publications?

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Research Design

This study uses a systematic review approach [35] and benefits from social network
analysis [36] and text-mining approaches [37]. Employing different analytical approaches
enables data to be triangulated [38], strengthens interpretations through multiple perspec-
tives, and increases the reliability and validity of the research.
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2.2. Sample and Inclusion Criteria

The research corpus of this study consists of 276 publications (144 conference papers
and 132 articles). The inclusion criteria were to be indexed in the Scopus database, written
in English, to have the search terms in their titles. The rationale to include papers with
search terms only in the titles was to build a research corpus that has a certain focus on
AI in education. Accordingly, using the search terms (“artificial intelligence” OR “AI” OR
“deep learning” OR “machine learning”, AND “education”) in the Scopus Database, a total
of 303 publications were identified and excluding publications in other languages and
different publication types (Books, book chapters, editorials, etc.), the final research corpus
was identified (n = 276).

2.3. Analysis of Procedures

In descriptives, frequencies and percentages were used to identify the time-trend,
subject areas, and countrywide distribution. In text-mining, the large corpus of textual
data was analyzed according to their lexical analysis. In the first round, only the titles of
the publications were analyzed to have an initial insight and better interpret the data. This
analysis yielded visual analytic outputs basing relative frequencies such as word cloud,
scatter plot, trend graphic, and steam graph. In the second round, titles and abstracts were
analyzed according to their lexical relationships by modifying textual data in the form of
sentences. This analysis enabled a concept map which helped the researchers to identify
research themes in AI studies. In the third and final round, keywords that were defined by
the authors were analyzed using social network analysis (SNA). Each keyword is identified
as a node and their relationships were identified according to their co-occurrences. In this
phase, betweenness centrality (BC) and degree centrality (DC) metrics were used to identify
keywords that have the ability to bridge other keywords, and, therefore, hold strategic
positions in the network. For benchmarking purposes, authors report that Leximancer
for text-mining analysis and NodeXL and Gephi for social network analysis were used to
analyze the crawled.

2.4. Strengths and Limitations

The strength of this study lies in innovative analytical approaches that are used to
analyze a large corpus of data which is free from human bias and, therefore, a factor
that increases the reliability and validity of the research. Besides, the number of studies
regarding AI in education is relatively few and it is considered that this study can be a
base for future studies. In addition to the strengths of the study, there are some limitations
that researchers acknowledged. First, while Scopus is one of the largest databases, the
invaluable empirical contributions that are not indexed by Scopus is not included in the
analysis. Second, because the text-mining approach functions best and identifies lexical
relationships when only one target language is used, the research corpus is built with
publications in English. Third, authors acknowledge that the use of different search
strings (e.g., IA or IAEd) may yield different peer reviewed publications. Fourth, Scopus
categorizes education and educational sciences under a broad category which is social
sciences. Therefore, education and educational sciences-related papers can be assumed
to be under this category. Besides, some interdisciplinary papers may have been listed
in different categories. Fifth and lastly, publications in the grey literature (e.g., white
papers, technical reports, etc.) can provide a complementary view, however, because such
publications were not indexed by academic databases, the current study cannot present
reflections from these types of publications.

3. Results
3.1. Descriptives
3.1.1. Time Trend

Time trend analysis dates back to the mid-1970s (Figure 2) and from 1976 to 2019, it
almost covers half a century. While this is not surprising, it reminds us of the AI research
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in education has different generations and has a relatively long history. The number of
publications remains steady until the early 2000s and slightly increases until the middle
of the second decade of 2000. By 2018 and 2019, there is a sharp increase in the number
of publications, and it reaches to its peak in our corpus by 2019. The time trend analysis
indicates that the AI in education-related publications will keep their increasing momentum.
There are probably some factors reasoning for this increasing trend, especially at the end of
the second decade of 2000. The capacity increase in technology, computing infrastructures,
heavy investments on AI and algorithms, and other innovative developments such as
highly capable central processing units, cloud computing, and demands from sectors
integrating industry 4.0 can be listed as significant factors.
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ing that computer science, engineering and mathematics are among the essential fields
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Examination of subject areas, which were defined by the Scopus, demonstrates the
expected findings. Accordingly, computer science (33%), social sciences (21%), engineer-
ing (14%), and mathematics (10%) contribute more than half of the total contributions.
Assuming that computer science, engineering and mathematics are among the essential
fields for AI-based applications, contributions from social sciences can be considered
valuable (Figure 3).
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3.1.3. Geographical Distribution

A finely distributed number of authors from different affiliations contribute from
different countries is shown in Figure 4. However, two countries, The United States (22.08%)
and China (13.96%) seem to dominate AI in education research, which was followed by the
United Kingdom (5.19%), Australia (4.55%), and Canada (4.22%). Taking into account that
AI research requires technological investment, expertise, and has an economic value, these
countries can be regarded as innovators, or early adopters of the innovation [39]. Such a
pattern means that there will be a lot of critical discussions on AI and its application in
education. For instance, China has already done experimental AI practices called Smart
Education in classrooms [40] and there are already rising tensions on the ethics of AI in
education [41].
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3.2. t-SNE, Text-Mining and Social Network Analysis

In order to understand the correspondence of words in the title of the publications,
a non-linear technique for dimensionality reduction, t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding (t-SNE) is used. To conduct analysis, the first 100 words were listed according
to their relative frequencies and analyzed through t-SNE, which were then visualized on a
scatter plot (Figure 5). The rationale to use the first 100 words with highest frequencies is
to better visualize the pattern among the words with strong relationships. The analysis
indicated that there are three main clusters. These are (I) artificial intelligence, (II) pedagog-
ical, and (III) technological issues. This analysis enabled us to clearly define the borders
of AI research in education. Accordingly, it can be said that AI in education is a generic
technique that covers approaches such as machine learning and deep learning to predict,
recognize or decide using educational data to generate smart educational processes.

The content analysis through text-mining enables researchers to explore conceptual
structure data and identify the most commonly emerging themes [42]. The researchers
conducted a lexical analysis of the textual data generated from titles and abstracts of the
sampled articles (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Scatter plot for the words appeared in the titles of the sampled publications (Larger version of the Figure 5 is
presented as Appendix A).
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Figure 6. Concept map of AI in education publications.

To triangulate data, text-mining analysis was followed by SNA, which is used to
“explore and visualize patterns found within collections of linked entities” [36] (p. 32). In
SNA, keywords (see Appendix B) were identified and visualized as nodes on the sociogram
and their relationships were identified as arcs (Figure 7).

Figure 6. Concept map of AI in education publications.
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To triangulate data, text-mining analysis was followed by SNA, which is used to
“explore and visualize patterns found within collections of linked entities” [36] (p. 32). In
SNA, keywords (see Appendix B) were identified and visualized as nodes on the sociogram
and their relationships were identified as arcs (Figure 7).
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The text mining and SNA assisted to identify the following themes:
Adaptive learning and personalization of education through AI-based practices (see

the path in Figure 6: future, education, environment; see nodes in Figure 7: learning algorithm,
intelligent tutoring systems, learning, learning style, data analytics, learning analytics, smart
classroom, adaptive learning, learning experiences, personalized learning). Attributed to smart
education or the Education 4.0. concept [43,44], this theme indicates the possibilities to
tailor and customize learning processes and create an adaptive learning environment by
creating “accurate student profiles and models based upon analysis of their affective states,
knowledge level, and their individual personality traits and skills” [45] (p. 47). In other
words, this theme rejects the idea that “one-size fits all” [46] and highlights the importance
of individual differences with an implied reference to online learning.

Deep Learning and Machine Learning algorithms for online learning processes and
educational data mining (see the path in Figure 6: deep learning, learning, online, course
and machine learning, education, teaching, higher education; see nodes in Figure 7: elearning,
machine learning, deep learning, big data, neural networks, data mining, decision trees, decision
making, algorithm). Accordingly, educational data mining is a trending issue and, in addition
to many statistical approaches, deep learning and machine learning are generally used,
especially for online learning [47] to profile learners and predict their behaviors to generate
recommendations [48]. Triggering the developments in educational data mining and
learning analytics, the use of deep learning and machine learning enabled evaluation,
assessment, and monitoring of students’ learning [49,50]. It was also highlighted that
in addition to opportunities emerged with AI-powered learning analytics, it was also a
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solution to the need derived from interactions of learners which generated big data in the
online learning at scale [51].

Educational human-AI interaction (see the path in Figure 6: human, education, artificial
intelligence, technology; see nodes in Figure 7: human computer interaction, behavioral research).
It is argued that human-AI interaction is a means to augment each other’s abilities (e.g.,
Goal Augmentation, Perceptual Augmentation, Action Augmentation, and Decision Aug-
mentation) [52]. Therefore, it is highlighted that AI “algorithms must be designed with
awareness that they are part of a larger system consisting of humans” [53] (p. 33) and
it is further noted that, as a result of rising machine agency [54], we need a clear set of
guidelines and codes to regulate human-AI interaction [55] in an explicit and transparent
manner [56].

Educational use of AI-generated data (see the path in Figure 6: using, data, education,
information, artificial intelligence, based, educational, systems; see nodes in Figure 7:
artificial intelligence, education, students, teaching, learning systems, computer-aided
instruction, learning analytics). It is reported that use of AI-generated data through
learning analytics and intelligent tutoring systems improve student performance [57]. Due
to significant progress in theory and practice derived from the application of AI [12] and
the potentials in educational data mining, learning analytics [50,58], it is further argued
that AI is a future component of educational processes [34].

AI in Higher Education (see the path in Figure 6: higher education, teaching, education,
artificial intelligence; see nodes in Figure 7: higher education, AI in education, teaching
and learning, educational systems, curriculum). Digital transformation in higher education
embraced many technologies including AI [26,59]. It is considered that AI technologies
are a catalyst for Web 3.0 and online learning in higher education [60]. On the other
hand, diverse thoughts and skepticism regarding the future of AI in higher education
exist. For instance, while Zawacki-Richter, Marín, Bond, and Gouverneur [33] reported
that AI in higher education is mostly used for profiling and prediction, assessment and
evaluation, adaptive systems and personalization, and intelligent tutoring systems, they
further stressed out that there is a “lack of critical reflection of the pedagogical and ethical
implications as well as risks of implementing AI applications in higher education” (p. 21).
In a similar manner, Bates, Cobo, Mariño, and Wheeler [61] posit that:

“The key question then is whether technology should aim to replace teachers and
instructors through automation, or whether technology should be used to empower not
only teachers but also learners. Above all, who should control AI in education: educators,
students, computer scientists, or large corporations? These are indeed existential questions
if AI does become immensely successful in reducing the costs of teaching and learning: but
at what cost to us as humans? Fortunately, AI is not yet in a position to provide such a
threat, but this will not always be the case” (p. 12).

While the findings identified in research can be valuable, those that could not be
identified can provide valuable insights. The researchers realized that ethics, while being
very important in educational research, was an ignored research area in studies covering
AI in education.

4. Conclusions and Suggestions

In this paper, we have analyzed the trend of artificial intelligence on education. In-
teresting insights have been discovered by using a combination of descriptive statistics,
t-SNE, SNA, and text mining. We observed an increment of publications during recent
years and this trend will probably continue during the coming years with the increment of
the interest of the application of AIEd. The impact depending on the subject area unsur-
prisingly came from computer science fields since AIEd requires technology in order to be
developed. In the forthcoming years, interdisciplinary works will probably increase since
the deployment of AI in educational settings cannot be conducted without the help of the
experts in education and social science due to the need to design AIEd applications with
cumulative knowledge of theory and practice in education. In all, it would be an illusion
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to assume that AI would be used independently by ignoring the dynamics in the field of
education.

t-SNE analysis revealed three research clusters in AIEd which are artificial intelligence,
pedagogical, and technological issues. The SNA and text-mining analysis uncovers the
different thematic topics currently researched on AIEd. Adaptive learning and personal-
ization of education through AI-based practices, Deep Learning and Machine Learning
algorithms for online learning processes, Educational human-AI interaction, Educational
use of AI-generated data, and AI in Higher Education are the main areas of research.

While the systematic review on AIEd offers new possibilities, it also raises open
questions for the application of AIEd. As aforementioned, there is a lack of literature dealing
with ethics of AIEd. With a similar concern, Nye [62] warned that “ethics for data sharing
are still being revised to accommodate an increasingly-connected educational world”. It
was further stressed that no ethical code and guidelines exist for processing educational
data and this issue has persisted for years. In order to explain the emergent need for such
guidelines, Mouta, Torrecilla, and Pinto [63] provided some examples: “these systems
take decisions on ones’ learning path, may the students, parents, and teachers meet the
process through which those decisions were informed?”, (there is a) lack of “explainability
in terms of educational decisions, for example relating to students allowance or rejection in
entering some educational institutions” or “are we giving personalised learning a chance or
avoiding the personal right to boredom?” (p. 2). Thus, educational systems powered by AI,
without taking into account ethical considerations, can be seen as black boxes. Referring the
concept of panoptical society [64], Mouto et al. [63] ended up with the conclusion “this kind
of software, besides the critics on its vocation for surveillance, may create the conditions to
inhibit expression and recognition of one’s feelings” (p. 2). Another problem that arises in
AI is that data are not immune to bias [65–67]. Additionally, the AI algorithms are designed
by programmers and developed by companies or governments and they can include their
own agendas or biases in their development stages [26]. Such examples enforce the need to
increase research on ethics and AIEd. Some works have started on ethical assessment on
AIed [68,69] and even the European Commission, through the High-Level Expert Group on
Artificial Intelligence, recently released the Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI [70]. On
the other hand, future and further studies are needed in the field in order to give answers
to the open questions stated above.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. The larger version of Figure 5.
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Appendix B

Table A1. Top 30 keywords listed according to the highest betweenness centrality.

Keywords D * BC ** EC *** PR **** CC *****

artificial intelligence 259 11110.780 0.020 9.643 0.089
education 190 4591.324 0.016 6.904 0.120
students 186 3377.258 0.017 6.676 0.130
teaching 179 3351.602 0.016 6.444 0.133

learning systems 176 3070.155 0.016 6.308 0.137
machine learning 151 2155.189 0.015 5.341 0.160

engineering education 120 1317.008 0.012 4.351 0.188
education computing 114 1006.325 0.012 4.060 0.202

e-learning 92 624.772 0.010 3.300 0.236
artificial intelligence 82 614.130 0.008 2.977 0.220

deep learning 54 612.181 0.007 2.104 0.317
computer software 21 577.027 0.003 1.039 0.448

computer aided instruction 87 542.535 0.009 3.136 0.242
curricula 80 485.382 0.009 2.922 0.255
big data 67 412.517 0.008 2.450 0.275

higher education 59 336.804 0.007 2.190 0.296
project-based learning 7 332.583 0.001 0.565 0.524

expert systems 36 304.684 0.005 1.441 0.460
artificial intelligence 3 289.810 0.000 0.571 0.000
learning algorithm 66 266.359 0.008 2.396 0.332

state of the art 17 222.444 0.003 0.798 0.625
neural networks 59 215.027 0.008 2.138 0.338

educational technology 54 180.560 0.007 1.966 0.375
human 52 173.331 0.005 1.934 0.385

data mining 57 154.360 0.008 2.033 0.390
virtual reality 44 152.602 0.005 1.669 0.345

artificial intelligence technology 44 145.773 0.005 1.649 0.341
intelligent tutoring system 53 141.607 0.006 1.917 0.347

technology 41 130.582 0.005 1.557 0.380
decision trees 53 127.093 0.007 1.897 0.407

artificial intelligence in education 40 125.004 0.005 1.557 0.347
* D: Degree; ** BC: Betweenness centrality; *** Eigenvector Centrality; **** PR: PageRank; ***** CC: Clustering Coefficient.
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